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lamron 2
Ed bills at legislature
The Oregon state legislature is
presently considering a pair of
bills dealing with the state's
educational goals and the basic
achievement standards for
elementary and secondary
schools. Both bills are sponsored
by the Interim committee on
Education.
Senate Bill 1 would provide for
allocation of the responsibility for
achievement of educational goals
among the State Board of
Education, local district school
boards, community colleges,
State Board of Higher Education,
state colleges and universities
and the Educational Coor
dinating Council. The bill also
defines the functions of these
organizations and requires and if
passed would require them to
adopt a set of goals consistent
with state education goals and
specified guidelines.
A much shorter bill, Senate Bill
2 defines and describes basic
education for elementary and
secondary education. The State
Board of Education and local
school districts would be
responsible for establishing
standards for achieving "basic
education" of each student.
Senate Bill 1 deals primarily
with educational goals and the
means of assessing realization of
those goals. Few people disagree
with the goals listed in the bill.
Examples including: 1) In
dividuals equipped with the skills

and knowledge essential in a
complex society; or 2) Lives
enriched by the arts and
humanities (two of seven goals);
are essential to the development
of a healthy democratic society.
Thus, the debate centers not on
the goals but on the method or
methods used to measure goal
realizaion in puplic schools. The
bill presently provides for the
adoption of a uniform standard
system of measurement of
learned performance and an
annual report by the State Board
of Education to the legislature.
Just over two weeks ago, OCE
President Leonard Rice testified
before the legislature concerning
his interpretation of Bill No. 1.
Rice commended the interim
committee for their hard work
and offered several suggestions
for improvement of the bill.
In response to the bill's
provision for a uniform standard
system of measuring learning
outcomes, Rice stated, "I fear
that no such uniform standard
system of measuring as is
evidently intended presently
exists or can really be brought
into existence for the entire state.
Moreover, the statement 'out
comes shall be measureable'
places upon the shcools what I
think is an unachievable
requirement."
Rice also expressed concern
over the provision which stated,

"uniform
credit
hour
requirements
shall
be
established for like degrees
granted in the state system." He
questioned the wisdom of
establishing such uniformity by
law. "There would be cases in
which such uniformity would help
achieve some worthwhile goal,
but I believe there would be cases
in which it would not," said Rice.
"A requirement for uniformity
with the force of law behind it
could stifle experimentation,
prevent needed diversity, and
even level programs down to a
barely acceptable level."
Another provision of the bill
provides for a uniform procedure
for evaluation of faculty mem
bers and staff members in state
colleges and universities. Rice
cited the difficulty of applying a
faculty evaluation to institutions
as diverse as Oregon State
University and OCE and
questioned the need for such a
state-wide
program.
He
suggested that evaluation at the
individual institutions was more
relevant.
Senate Bill 2 lists the specific
goals for education in Oregon
elementary and secondary
schools and states that local
district school boards shall
establish criteria by which
achievements of students "shall
be measured individually without
reference
to
peer-group
ranking."

ASOCE considers revision
Revision of the ASOCE
constitution was discussed in the
Feb. 6 meeting of the Senate.
Combining the offices of Elec
tions and Juditial Board Coor
dinators was the subject under
consideration.
Reason for combining the two
offices is that there isn't a suf
ficient amount of work to warrant
the employment of two people. If
the offices are combined the two
boards would still remain as
separate bodies with a common
coordinator.
Such a motion was brought up
by Robert Marsh and was passed
by a unanimous roll call vote.

Before the revision can be made
the amendment must come
before the student body in a
special election.
Senator Francisco Garcia
brought forward a proposal for a
Student Services Center. This
center will basically exist for
minority students coming from a
culturally different background,
although it will be available to all
students. The service will be
provided to help these students
adjust and overcome many of the
problems they face as a minority.
Senate expressed its support for
such a program and appointed
Senator Garcia as chairman of a
committee to further explore and

Equipment stolen
The business office is offering a
$100 reward for substantial
information leading to the suc
cessful arrest and conviction of
the person or persons who stole
$1600 worth of
electrical
materials from Ed 217 recently.
Claude Smith, Director of AudioVisual Services and Production
(Ed Media Center) at OCE,
reported that two column
speaker systems, two color

televisions, and a microphone
were stolen from the first floor
auditorium in the Education
building sometime between
Sunday night, Feb. 4 and Monday
morning, Feb. 5.
All five of the stolen objects had
been set up for the Electric Light
Show, an all-electric concert that
was viewed Monday night at 8
p.m. in Ed 217. The school has no
insurance on such losses.

develop the program. No money
figures were given.
Insurance committee is con
sidering including a major
medical policy as an option with
student insurance. David Vancil
said that the cost would be $5
extra over the present policy.
Life insurance is also under
consideration by the committee.
This would have to be approved
by ASOCE and would be
available on a one year trial basis
if so approved.
Timothy Ellis, Butler Hall, was
accepted into the Senate. This
still leaves four positions for
dorm senator open as well as
several other positions.Applications for Senate are
available in
the Student
Government Office in the College
Center.

Senate policies were revised
giving the chairman power to
accept resignations. Also all
matters requiring the expen
diture of money must be referred
to and researched by a com
mittee before it can be
considered by Senate.
Senate meetings are open
meetings with students and
faculty are welcome to express
their feelings at any time.
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Benefit b-ball game
to aid Jim Seymour

Late last November, the two-year old, daughter of Jim
Seymour, an OCE student and varsity athlete, contracted spinal
meningitis and was hospitalized. Like many a young couple
struggling to make the coins stretch while pursuing an
education, Jim and Mary Seymour had no health insurance.
And when their little Kari was hospitalized, they bore the burden
of more than $4000 in bills as well as the possibility of further
complications with Kari.
A fine student, starting tackle on the football team, and OCE's
best heavyweight wrestler for three years running, Jim
Seymour is a humble man who would be the last to burden
others with his troubles. In fact, when there was talk of
organizing an all-campus drive to help him out with the big bill,
Jim Seymour quietly stated that he had taken out a loan and
would work things out in his way.
Next Wednesday evening, KGAL radio's High Hoopers
(Albany) will play four quarters of basketball against four dif
ferent teams from the OCE community. Proceeds from the
game will go into a fund to help Jim Seymour with his financial
difficulties.
Dave Skobo and Wolf wrestling coach Gale Davis have been
coordinating the effort. Bob Grim, formerly of Oregon State
University and now of the New York Giants, will be the referee.
Cost of the tickets is 50c for grade schoolers and younger, 75c for
high school and college students, and $1 for adults.
In addition to the notorious High Hoopers, OCE will be
represented by teams from the faculty, TKB, the freshmen, and
Tap Room. Norm Nelson, Bill Glaeser, Stan Kenyon, Roger
Kershner, and Jim Liedtke will bounce the ball for the faculty
while Jack Kauble, Ray Smith, Kevin Moen, Ken Downie, and
Tim Hundley will compete for TKB.
The freshmen will be represented by Mike Halligan, Mike
Hoeffel, Kurt Bialous, Keith Morgan, and Dan Powell. John
Shafer, Bruce Maxwell, Larry Arnold, Gary Heeter, and Jim
Dillingham will play for Tap Room.
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The night editor

Controversy. . .
can be healthy
In last Week's issue of this publication, there appeared a pair of articles
which have sparked a considerable amount of discussion and
controversy. While some may consider controversy a phenomena to be
avoided, I have a somewhat different point of view.
Controversy and the various reactions which surround it are a very
healthy phenomena. Thus, lamron 2 does not attempt to shy away from
controversial subjects for fear of a reader reaction.
Our intent is to work within the confines of what we view as responsible
journalism as best we can. Admittedly, we've made and will continue to
make mistakes. However, we do not consider "being controversial as a
mistake in itself.
.
It is also important to remember that the articles which appear under
the printed byline of a lamron 2 staff member do not necessarily reflect
the feelings of the whole staff. In fact, it is a rare occasion when two
writers share precisely the same point of view and utilize the same
writing style.
As editor of lamron 2, I am responsible to the OCE student body for
what appears in this publication. I personally do not consider "reader
reaction" as paramount when placing articles in the paper. Instead, I
recognize lamron 2's primary function as a disseminator of news. I also
feel that a ijewspaper only defeats its purpose by printing articles which
alienate a significant percentage of the readership.
We intend to practice responsible journalism. However, if one of our
readers ever feels we are lacking or unfair in our coverage, we welcome
a response in person or in the form of a letter to the editor. All letters are
printed unless unsigned or in poor taste. Testimony to the vigor of this
system are the nine letters in this issue.

by
MARK
GRISWOLD

As Night Editor I have been
getting a lot of weird packages
lately. The most interesting piece
of mail (outside of those really
far out boxes of plastic explosives
I forwarded to R. B. in care of
College Center) was from a
manufacturing concern in the
Midwest.
It seems that they have
developed the ultimate in pest
control. This new killer chemical
comes in a spray can. You apply
it to any surface and when the
bugs land or walk on the sprayed
area, the chemical is absorbed
through their boots and they die.
Why they sent this sample to me,
I'll never know, but just before I
wrote this column, . I sprayed
some on my underarms because I
was out of deoderant and seemed
to be attracting something known
as the "creeping cnid."

weeks, it really bugs me. I didn't
know anything about anything. I
don't want to get involved. In fact
I didn't even know there were
elections until I was announced
as the loser by a 2-1 margin. Quite
impressive really, so I threw a
dance Friday to celebrate. (Next
year I think I'll change my name
to Chuck Apathy).
Speaking of apathy, last weeks
winner of the "'Polish-folks" joke
was Pat Richards, who lists her
home address as Earth. Far out,
Pat. Her answer was "so if the
babies die, they can have soup".
This weeks joke is "Where is the
man's hand on page 3 of last
weeks lamron 2?". Send requests
in the form of answers to : Rob
Crawford in care of lamron 2 and
win one of his twelve year old
sons for the rest of their projected
three week life.
It seems Rob has been breeding
these little fellows and raising
them on mush and oak leaves
liberally sprinkled with saltpeter.
So at least upkeep is down. We
can get you a good deal on soup.

May I take this time to an
nounce my withdrawal (from the
ASOCE presidential race.) It
seems someone has been
masquerading as me these past

Mike Haglund
lamron 2 editor

Wow! That stuff I sprayed on
my bod is lots stronger than I
thought. The crows are bringing
back the corn they stole last year.
I just re-read the directions and it
says that the spray may effect
your mental degenerate, but it
doesn't say anything here about
my arm falling

lamron 2 letters to the editor
Coin flip?
To the editor:
In the recent elections for the
office of president of the ASOCE I
would like to say BUNK! When
will everyone at this college
realize that student government
is a farce, 85 per cent of the
student body don't care if Rick
Blanche, Mark Griswold, or Bozo
the Clown is president of ASOCE.
Fifteen per cent of the students
got out and voted. Voted to keep
democracy alive and flourishing
at OCE, something I'm sure
everyone is grateful for the fif
teen per cent that voted, how
many actually knew anything
about either of the candidates?
How many cared? Or did they
just vote to say: "I care, I
voted!"
There were two major faults
with the election. The first was
that the leaders of ASOCE did not
publicize the election. If half the
amount of the publication for the
coming of Dr. Abernathy was
used in the election, maybe the
number of voters would have
increased (although I doubt it
very much). The second was that
not enough time was given to the
candidates to express their views
and ideas around the campus so
that everyone could hear them
not just a few people.
If the leaders of ASOCE would
take some time to find out whey
the vast majority of students
don't care about student
government, or who heads it, and
try to find out what they could do
to improve participation of more
student in their (?) government
(if possible), and to improve the
relationship between students
and student leaders (impossible).
As long as students don't in
terfere with students govern
ment, and student government
doesn't interfere with the
students, everyone is satisfied.
In conclusion I would like to say
that election wasn't necessary; a
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flip of a coin would have been
more fair to both the candidates
than a fifteen per cent turnout of
voters. To Rick Blanche, 85 per
cent of the student body hasn't
voted, and this means do
anything you want because they
don't care.
Sincerely,
Bill Klatz

Right of others
Letter to the editor:
Two articles in last week's
lamron 2 contain comments
which show a disregard (in my
opinion) for values which I
consider to be important. I wish
to express a contrasting view of
the event which seems to have
been the stimulus for their being
written.
I am not a member of the InterVarsity Christian Fellowship, but
I attended the "Creation or
Evolution?" lecture in an at
tempt to better acquaint myself
with the creationist position.
As one might expect when
attending the meeting of a
religious fellowship, the evening
began with singing, which I
enjoyed listening to. I was
impressed with the sincerity and
joy which the faces of those
around me reflected as they
sang.
I shared few of the opinions
expressed by Rev. Boring, felt
that his references to scientific
principles were sometimes in
error (e.g. the significance of the
Second Law of Thermodynamics
to the argument as it was
presented), and considered the
presentation to be one sided, but I
am sure that Rev. Boring would
have similar comments to make
if he were to sit in on the evolution
course which I teach. I
appreciated the opportunity to
hear his views.

I said nothing at the meeting,
and am opposed to "debating" or
"arguing" the question of
creation
versus
evolution
because it seldom seems to
change beliefs and it often
creates antagonisms which
prevent individuals from lear
ning from one another and from
communicating values which
they may hold in common. Most
"creationists" proceed from a
different basic premise than
most "evolutionists", they
usually
respect
different
authorities, they usually in
terpret evidence from different
perspectives, and they usually
consider different items of
evidence to be most relevant. In a
climate of free exchange
characterized by a willingness to
communicate rather than to
defend, I see value in the
creationist and the evolutionist
comparing views and identifying
points of departure. Such a
climate , unfortunately, does not
always exist.
I believe strongly in the right of
each individual to find purpose
and meaning in his or her own
way, so long as the way which is
chosen does not jeopardize the
same right of other individuals.
Ridicule and personal sarcasm
such as that contained in the two
lamron articles, inhibits the
exercise of this right and con
tribute to the polarization of,
rather then , to the acceptance of,
religious views.
Lew Pennock

Commune help
Letter to the editor:
I am asking your cooperation in
publishing this letter so that I
may reach the general student
population.
I am attempting to accumulate
some meaningful data for a
serious study on American

communes. To that end, I wish to
reach as many communes as
possible by mail and in some
cases for personal interviews, if
agreeable.
I will be grateful if students,
graduate and undergraduate,
who are living in communal
situations, will write me
indicating willingness to receive
a questionnaire. Size of commune
is unimportant; 3 or 4 people, up
to any number.
Sincerely,
Mae T. Sperber
26 Werst 9th St., 8E
New York. N. Y. 10011

Blind faith?
To the Editor:
This letter is probably one of
many that you will receive in
regard to the article "Bible
thumpers get my goat!" I regret
that many people, like Dave
Watkins, have had bad ex
periences with the Christian (or
"Bible-thumper") who can't
seem to tell when to quit or when
not to start. But I hope that your
readers will realize that as wrong
as it is to "thump a Bible down
someone's throat" it is probably
just as wrong to stereotype all
Christians who wish to talk about
their way of life as "Biblethumpers."
I must agree, however, that
Bible believers should take some
refresher
courses
in
Consideration, Introduction to
Listening, and maybe even
Basics of Reasoning. But the next
time someone wants to talk to you
about Jesus or the Bible don't
immediately throw them into the
"Bible-thumper" categorylisten instead, unless you
honestly know that you are not
going to believe anything he or

she says, even if it is true. In that
case, tell him or her from the
beginning that you are not
interested. But why is it that
people can converse freely on
almost any subject, but when it
comes to Christ the barriers are
dropped into place?
By the way, I attended the
Inter-Varsity meeting about
Evolution vs. Creation, (I am not
involved in Inter-Varsity a""
neither are two of my friends who
went with me). There was more
mentioned there of scientific
value than a few "misuses" of the
laws of Thermodynamics ana
allusions to a burning candle,
think the lamron readers are
entitled to know what some ot tne
problems with the evolutionary
theory really are, (or is
supported with a few facts ana
blind faith?)
Craig Rappe
Butler No. 22
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Rick Blanche interviewed

Nothing phenomenal to characterize term
by DIANE KOLMER
With the flick of his cigarette
ash, Rick Blanche, new ASOCE
president, stated, "I don't think I
can do anything phenomenal at
all for the students of OCE."
Rick Blanche views his
administrative
position
in
student government as being
of small profit to the stu
dents of OCE. Blanche has no
definite program for OCE that
will result in a noticeable im
provement in any aspect of the
College.
There are no major pet
projects that Blanche has in store
for his term of office. "A lot of
little things" are what he hopes to
accomplish next year. Im
provement of the Help Center,
and a stronger student voice on
the faculty evaluations systems
dealing with tenure, were several
examples cited by Blanche for his
itemized projects.
However, Blanche does not
expect there to be total
agreement
from
the
administration with some of next
years goals. "The administration
has power and they know it,. I
expect a run-in. The students
could be powerful if they ever
said anything of significance."
This leads to the concept of
apathy and how Blanche can

make this aspect of ASOCE
government work in his favor.
"You must have the students
behind you for effective govern
ment which will be respected by
the administration." Blanche
hopes to lessen the apathy by
direct confrontation.
A privilege never before
exercised by ASOCE presidents
will be reactivated by Blanche.
Before any ASOCE sponsored
function the president has the
privilege of presenting to the
audience any new developments
in the student government
and or any subject matter
concerning the majority of
students. So next year when Rick
Blanche is striding onto the
Music Hall stage before the
movie, he won't be doing a tapdance, but relaying some in
formation on student govern
ment.
"Direct confrontation starts
people talking" is Blanche's
reflection on the anticipated
mode of communication. Blanche
will expedite this right only
"when the need calls for it."
Other
means
of
com
munication, started this year,
will be continued and expanded
upon. A film library with films
describing OCE and different
aspects of the campus, will be
utilized by other schools

throughout the state. The purpose
behind the library is to
familiarize people throughout the
state with OCE and perhaps
boost enrollment. Another
continuance will be the radio
station KROW which broadcasts
in the Monmouth - Independence
area.
Tying into other programs
Blanche hopes to present the
students with a continuing view
of student government. "I don't
think students are as apathetic as
you might think. They're in
volved in other programs
throughout
the
campus."
Blanche does not feel he is ac
countable for obtaining the
students response once he has
made the information available.
It is the students own initiative
which will bring a reply.
Blanche feels the students are
ASOCE president Rick Blanche was interviewed by lamron 2
merely too "lazy" to exert such
Monday.
an effort by giving response: in
otherwords, a silent majority is take things as they come up and
prevalent on the sheltered OCE give a guiding hand over the the governmental system, but
should look forward to a major
campus.
Blanche will use this lack of entire operation. OCE will not be repetition of the past.
witness to any great overhaul of
response to his advantage by
assuming that if there is no
reponse to either extreme he
must continue with the best in
terest of OCE students in mind.
Budget cuts will also be a te
dious undertaking by the officers
of the next term. An expected
HELP
Need kegs and tap back that
FOR SALE
Vox electric guitar and
drop of 25 per cent in enrollment
were stolen from a party last 1
case with amplifier. $75. 287 Warren.
Saturday night at 287 Warren. No
will be the main factor for these
hassle, but the replacement cost is
severe budget cuts. Blanche had
going to be a real bummer. Any
FOR SALE 8 x 35 foot trailer, partly
information would be appreciated.
no projected figures for the ex
furnished, 500 S. Warren, space 8,
Contact Lee 838 3905.
Monmouth.
pected cut.
FOR RENT: Rent a Ponderosa Carpet
The new executive appears to
Shampooer at R 'n L Super Drug, 170
FOR SALE
'67 Pontiac Firebird, 3
and parents and their obvious be hesitant, aloof, and positive he
W. Main. With purchase of cleaner
speed good condition, contact
only
SI.00
per
day.
Rhonda
Cox
at 838 3621.
interest in OCE for their will accomplish nothing of great
collegiate future, Preview Day significance. Blanche plans to
may have helped to boost
enrollment next year.
Marianne Ribble
chairman
Kathy Nieswander,
co-chairman
by ROB CRAWFORD
Naturally enough, I haven't
room. It's possible, too, that his
Folks, it looks like old Robert
Pederast's Pictorial Gazette dignified this travesty of his with
"Dunkit Deeper" Crawford,
(look it up) didn't come this the expenditure of my precious
yours truly, is alone again at the
month and he's out of town trying reading time...but then I don't
helm
of
the
brave
ship
Snaky
To the editor:
to clear up a hassle over his spend much time reading cheap
Thank you for pointing out that Licks, destined to sail in mour lifetime subscription. I don't porno or Baby Huey comic books
religion is not merely some ning solitude through the hostile know.
either.
concept in the mind. The author's sea of journalistic bad taste
Believe me, folks, this reject
All I know is that he's gone and
note before your article was a embodied in this garbage- left me alone to fend off the from a matched set of rubber
challenge to me to try even mouthed Night Editor creep.
novelties
could
end
up
advances of this manure-minded
With the sad failure of our
harder to live what I believe.
Griswold guy. Griswold, whose decorating the bottom of the
The life one lives indeed selfless effort to bestow the quasi-literate Night Editor Willamette River wrapped in his
reveals his true religion. If one miracle of Cosmo-Gruntology on column is apparently designed to own crusty sheets if he insists on
has the answer he won't have to our readers, an effort which establish mind-control over insulting the intelligence of our
convince another that he does, by failed to elicit even a single maggots, is reportedly planning beloved readership with his
talking about it. An old maxim cosmically-attuned dollar from to wreak some sort of pitiful printed sludge.
(but it's age does not detract this cowlike morass of self- "revenge" this week for the
from its validity) reads: "Ac obsessed pseudo-academic needle-sharp expose we ran on
I mean, anyone who would
tions speak louder then words." jackals, it looked to me like fate him last week.
stoop to slandering a fellow
had
done
its
worst.But
now,
as
if
Thanks again,
Goaded into the wretched writer's person like this crud
by the obscene workings of some exercise of his sadly under
Melisa McFie
plans to do should be strung up on
blasphemous irony intent on nourished intellect by his fish-hooks and eaten alive by
70 Edwards Road
rendering the Snaky Licks saga primitive "lookee-big silver rabid ants like the deranged sick
Monmouth, Oregon
tragically complete, my partner
bird" mentality and his red man he is.
David Watkins has disappeared
Doggone it, folks, I guess I
dress - with - a - slit - up - the - side
from the face of the known earth. version of personal courage, shouldn't have gotten off on this
Rumor has it that he is buried Girswold has apparently taken tangent.. I was planning to
We would like to thank all the somewhere under a paper
students and faculty who helped mountain of offended Bibles and the big step with what he thinks discuss the importance of the
with Preview Day. A special will have to read his way out will be a "biting" sarcastic at sugar beet in our agricultural
economy. But maybe next week.
thanks to the I.K's and Collecto while drinking steaming gallons tack on me.
Coeds for their help all day long. of strange "broth" produced
We couldn't have done it without organically by their righteously
you, you made the day a success. "aroused" owners. I must
Marianne Ribble
presume that this is, indeed,
chairman
what's happened to him...unless
Kathy Nieswander
he's having those lavender tights
co-chairman
of his cleaned and can't leave his

Want ads

letters cont'd
Next term?
The new concerts committee
for winter and spring terms has
been working for the past three
weeks trying to produce a concert
that would sell at OCE. With the
budget available, there has been
no such concert. Several times
we have come close only to have
a recording schedule or some
other conflict destroy the concert
possibility.
The sources available in our
price
range
have
been
exhausted; therefore, there will
be no concerts this term. We are
in the process of attempting to
get more money from Senate so
that a quality concert can be
presented, instead of a concert
just to have a concert. Tentative
plans for spring term are well
under way.
Mike Hyder
Concerts Director

Quote affirmed
To the Editor:
Re: Peg Watkms editorial.
Thanks, Mrs. Watkins, for
affirming, quote, "...the theory of
evolution isn't fact ...."
Sincerely,
Wendell Wagler

Hundreds help
I would like to call your at
tention to the fact that on
February 3rd, OCE hosted one of
the most successful and best
Preview day ever. Despite this
fact, all it rated in the Lamron 2
was a picture of Scott Riodan (of
the Select Singers) and two
skimpy lines under the picture.
This was not the Preview Day
that countless hours of planning
and work went into. This was not
the Preview Day that hundreds of
OCE students and faculty helped
to run.
I should think that when
something as important to OCE
as Preview Day occurs, there
should be some newspaper
coverage. According to the large
number of high school seniors
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Snaky licks vs. night editor

Louder actions

Thanks for help

REGAL NOTES"—

1

UNDERSTAND PLAYS, NOVELS AND POEMS
FASTER WITH OUR NOTES
We're new and we're the bigest! Thousands of
topics reviewed for quicker understanding. Our
subjects include not only English, but Anthro
pology, Art, Black Studies, Ecology, Eco
nomics,
Education,
History,
Law, Music,
Philosophy,
Political
Science, Psychology,
Religion, Science, Sociology and Urban Prob
lems. Sfend $ 2 for your catalog of topics avail
able.
REGAL NOTES
3160 " O " Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20007
T e l e p h o n e : > . 2 0 2 - 3 33 - 0 2 0 1 ^ ^ ^ ^
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Sense of identity persists

Red school house still alive and well
by ROB CRAWFORD

Perhaps the most important
thing for any small community to
possess is some symbol of its
existence, something its people
can point to and say "that's my
town". Typically, this symbol
takes the form of a large sign
proclaiming the community to be
the "Home of..." something or
the "Gateway To..." someplacebut for Roberts, Oregon, the
symbol of community is a
flaming-red school house...
The community of Roberts,
located midway between Salem
and Independence on River
Road, would seem at first glance
to fit nicely into the "wide spot in
the road" category-a country
store, an old grange hall, a tiny
railroad depot, and that school
house are all that mark its place.
The school house, of course, is
the casual observer's first clue
that Roberts is somehow "dif
ferent" from the average "wide
spot in the road" town-the bright
red building, perhaps fifty feet
from the highway, seems to leap
out at the eye and yell "look
here"...and you do.
Mrs. Cecilia Wells, principal of
the two-room through-fourthgrade school, assured us that the
school is indeed a very real
symbol of community for
Roberts.
Roberts is now actually a part
of the city of Salem, but has
always had its own community
school. Twice in recent years,
however, the school has been
threatened
by
higher-up
recommendations that it be
closed and its students sent to the
big schools in Salem.

Parents everywhere, however,
tend to want their children as
close to home as possible--and the
parents of Roberts are no ex
ception. When the school was
threatened with closure for
several rather dubious reasons,
mostly related to the school
building itself, they formed a
committee to save it-and for the
time being, they have succeeded
in demonstrating that there are a
number of substandard (con
struction-wise) schools in the
state that still manage to offer
unique qualities of education.
At Roberts, for example,
students benefit from a close
personal relationship with their
teachers and all the advantages
such a relationship can offerindividual attention, informal
atmosphere, parent involvement,
field trips, guest lecturers...all
the things that too mamy
students make difficult or im
possible.
Perhaps with the realization
that they could lose their school,
the parents of Roberts, too, have
become deeply involved with the
school's activities. Children
spend evenings at the homes of
their teachers or other parents,
learning to know other people and
developing a real sense of
identity as citizens of Roberts.
The natural result of this
"exchange" visitation idea is
that the parents themselves have
been drawn closer through their
mutual acquaintances, the
children--now, says Mrs. Wells,
everyone is ready to help
everyone else. When someone is
sick, for example, his neighbors
are there to help him through-it's
a community project.

Even for kids in a 2-room school house recess marks the high point of the day as is very vividly
evidenced by this school girl's broad smile (Photo by Bill Coffel)

The only threat to this ideal
situation, says Mrs. Wells, is the
possible construction of two new
Salem-area grade schoolsRoberts school is safe until two
new schools are built.
But L. J. Welte, proprietor
since 1950 of Roberts' country
store and gas station, feels that
the construction of new schools
may not take Roberts' children
away- because Salem itself is
pretty much built up, he is
hopeful that one of the new
schools will actually be built in
the Roberts area. "They've got to
come out this way..." he says.
Welte has a big stake in the
matter, too-five of the school's
fifty-one students are his foster
The Reverent Ralph David Abernathy will be speaking in the New
children.
Gym tonite at 8 p.m. Tickets are still available in the College Center
In predicting that Roberts itself
Office. Students 50 cents, Adults $1.00.
will grow substantially with time,
"f- + +
Tickets for the New Shakespeare Company are on sale in the College Welte says "we've got a pretty
good chance here..." It seems
( enter Office and this company will be appearing on Feb. 26 at the
very probable indeed.
insistance of those who attended last year. This year performance is

down the
street

Shakespear's

t4Mid-Summer

Night's Dream."

+++
Juniors and Seniors: It is the students responsibility to apply for
graduation at least three terms before completion of work. Have you
ipplied? Forms are available in Ad. 104.

+++
Applications are now available for anyone interested in being a
Student Assistant in the Resident Hall program at OCE. Applications
will be available beginning February 16, 1973, and will be due no later
than March 1, 1973. Any interested student of sophomore, junior, or
senior standing, with a 2.50 (or higher) cumulative GPA may apply.

H- -h -fA Reading and Study Techniques class will be open to all students
who want to improve their reading and study skills. Each class will
consist of some time devoted to explanation and drill work related to a
reading and or study skill. Primary purpose of the class is to imnrove reading speed, comprehension and recall ability. Seniors will
gain an advantage in the job placement market. Administrators are
looking for teachers who have the knowledge and ability to initiate and
operate this type of class. Contact Dr. Geil, class is 12 p.m. MWF,
Room Ed 104,3 hours credit.

CMABRIDGE BOOKSTORE
{

LANCASTER MALL

362-3238

X
0

Come in and browse around.
We have a wide selection

1
\

of
Hardbacks — Paperbacks

V

Greeting cardsj— Cliff Notes
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Six senior
women
honored
Six women from OCE have
been named Outstanding Senior
Women. They were chosen by the
faculty of their respective
departments. They will be
introduced to the members of
American
Association
of
University Women at their
Thursday, February 4 meeting.
Phyllis Griffith, associate Dean
of students, will introduce the
following
people:
JoAnne
Youtsler, Science / Math; Sylvia
Hillesland, Music; Patricia Lien,
Humanities; Cheryl Patterson,
P.E.; Deborah Card, P. E.;
Adria Hernandez, Ed / Psych;
Dorothy Steele, Art; and Karen
Lee Richey, Social Science.
Speaker of the evening will be
Mrs. Robert Y. Thornton, Salem.
She is Vice President of the
Pacific N. W. Region of A. A. U.
W. and will be showing slides
taken from behind the Iron
Curtain while on tour in the
summer of 1970 with a charter
group
of
International
Federation of University Women.
Those wishing to attend may
contact Mrs. Marven Petersen
838-0132 for the reservations.

One definite advantage of a 2-room school house is the amount
of individual attention each student is able to receive due to
much smaller classes. Students also benefit from close personal
relationships between their teachers and their parents. (Photo by
Bill Coffel)

Dickenson Insurance
I

105 L MAIN

MONMOUTH

SI

S

l
s

8380632
SBSBSBSSSBSSSSSSSSBS^^
Guitar Players
Strings - Capos - Polish - Supplies of all kinds
See

Wiltsey-Weathers Music
Salem, Ore.
lamron 2

Pictures talk.
Some little boys don't.
Some inner-city ghettos have special schools. For little
boys who don't talk.
Not mute little boys. But children so withdrawn, so afraid
of failure, they cannot make the slightest attempt to do any
thing at which they might fail.
Some don't talk. Some don't listen. Most don't behave. And
all of them don't learn.
One day someone asked us to help.
Through Kodak, cameras and film were distributed to
teachers. The teachers gave the cameras to the kids and told
them to take pictures.
And then the miracle. Little boys who had never said any
thing, looked at the pictures and began to talk. They said
"This is my house." "This is my dog." "This is where I like

to hide." They began to explain, to describe, to communicate.
And once the channels of communication had been opened,
they began to learn.
We're helping the children of the inner-city. And we're
also helping the adults. We're involved in inner-city job pro
grams. To train unskilled people in useful jobs.
What does Kodak stand to gain from this? Well, we're
showing how our products can help a teacher—and maybe
creating a whole new market. And we're also cultivating
young customers who will someday buy their own cameras
and film. But more than that, we're cultivating alert, edu
cated citizens.Who will someday be responsible for our society.
After all, our business depends on our society. So we care
what happens to it.

Kodak

More than a business.
February

15, 1973
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Summer session
schedule
OREGON COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES AND WORKSHOPS
Summer Session 1973
CALENDAR

June 18, Monday
June 18, Monday, 1:30p.m
June 19, Tuesday
June 21, Thursday
June 21, Thursday
June 22, Friday
June 23, Saturday, 10:00a.m

Begin Registration for 8-week session
Writing Test for Teacher Education (MH 121)
Regular classes begin
Late registration fee effective
Change-of program fee effective
Last day to file application for a degree
Graduate Qualifying Examinations
(Ed 217) (Miller Angalogies Test)
June 25, Monday
Last day for new registration or addition of new courses
July 3, Tuesday
Last day for dropping courses without being
responsible for grades .
July 4, Wednesday
No Classes Independence Day holiday
July 16 17 Monday and Tuesday
Master's Degree Final Written Comprehensive
Examinations
July 27, 30, 31 and August 1, Friday, Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
Master's Degree
Final Oral Examinations
August 8, 9, 10, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday
Final examinations
August 13, Monday, 4:00 p.m
Grades due for all courses (including workshops, etc.)
completed by August 10
August 13, Monday
Begin registration for Intersession
August 15, Wednesday
Last day for Intersession registration
August 20, Monday
Last day for dropping Intersession courses without being
responsible for grades
August 31, Friday
Final examinations, Intersession
September 4, Tuesday, 1 p.m
Grades due for all courses (including workshops, etc.)
completed by August 31

Title

1973 Summer Session
ART
A S2.50 fee is charged for each art course unless otherwise stated
Section Course
No
No
Credit Time, Days, Place

The Art Idea: Visual Thinking
Printmaking: Relief $5.00
Art Appreciation
iArt Appreciation
Printmaking: Lithography $5.00

1
1
1
2
1

A
A
A
A
A

Life Drawing 1 $10.00
Drawing,& Composition 1
Drawing & Compsoition II
Design 1
Watercolor 1
Drawing & Composition 111
Life Drawing 11 $10.00
Design 11
'Design III
'Craft 1
Crafts II
Crafts III
;Lettering
Light Image 1
Liqht Image 11
Ceramics 1 $7.00
'Ceramics 1 $7.00
'Ceramics II $10.00
Watercolor 11
Painting 1
Painting 11
Painting 111
Advanced Printmaking:
.
Litho $5.00
, Advanced Crafts
Advanced Drawing: Life $10.00
Advanced Ceramics $15.00
'Advanced Crafts
Advanced Drawing
Art Education (Elementary)
Art Education (Elementary)
Advanced Design $5.00
Advanced Painting
Advanded Painting
Advanced Painting
Advanced Drawing
Advanced Ceramics$15.00
Modern Art History 1
Seminar: Recent Directions
Individual Studies in Art
$2.50 $15.00
Art in the Elementary School
'Advanced Ceramics $15.00
Advanced Crafts
The Artistic Development of the
Child

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

A 211
A 220
A 221
A 222
A 225
A 226
A 227
A 228
A 229
A 230
A 23i
A 232
A 238
A 240
A 241
A 254
A 254
A 255
A 277
A 280
A 281
A 282
A 310

120
123
127
127
210

3
3
3
3

2 MTWTh,
2 MTWTh,
1 MTWTh,
11 MTWTh,

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

12 MTWTh, CH 109
9 MTWTh, CH 225
9 MTWTh, CH 225
8 MTWTh, CH 225
1 MTWTh, CH 227
3 MTWTh, CH 227
8 MTWTh, CH 225
9 MTWTh, CH 225
1 MTWTh, CH 227
1 MTWTh, CH 227
11 MTWTh, CH 222
11 MTWTh, CH 222
11 MTWTh, CH 222
9 MTWTh, CH 227
11 MTWTh, CH 001
11 MTWTh, CH 001
13 9 MTWTh, CH 008
10 MTWTh, CH 008
1 MTWTh, CH 008
3 MTWTh, CH 227
10 MTWTh, CH 108
10 MTWTh, CH 108
10 MTWTh, CH 108
12 MTWTh, CH 109

CH
CH
CH
CH

102
109
102
102

Instructor

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

312
317
319
320
321
323
323
330
337
338
339
351
354
357
407
426

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2 12

1
1
1

A 428g
A 447
A 449

3
3
3

10 MTWTh, CH 101
1 MTWTh, CH 008
11 MTWTh, CH 222

Mattingly, J.
Smith, D. C.
Stobie
Stone
Mattingly, J.
Kirk
Casey
Casey
Van Patten
VanPatten
Casey
Kirk
VanPatten
VanPatten.
Smith, D.C.
Smith, D C.
Smith, D.C.
Stone
Kirk
Kirk
Hoskisson
Hoskisson
Hoskisson
VanPatten
Casey
Casey
Casey
Mattingly, J.
Mattingly, J.
Smith, D. C.
Kirk
Hoskisson
Smith, D. C.
Casey
Glaeser
Stobie
VanPatten
Casey
Casey
Casey
Casey
Hoskisson
Glaeser
Cannon
Staff
Staff
Glaeser
Hoskisson
Smith, D.C.

1

A 486

3

11 MTWTh, CH 224

Cannon

11 MTWTh,
9 MTWTh,
1 MTWTh,
11 MTWTh,
8 MTWTh,
10 MTWTh,
9 MTWTh,
1 MTWTh,
3 MTWTh,
3 MTWTh,
3 MTWTh,
8 MTWTh,
1 MTWTh,
9 MTWTh,
10 MTWTh,
DHA,TBA

CH
CH
CH
CH
CH
CH
CH
CH
CH
CH
CH
CH
CH
CH
CH

222
225
008
222
225
101
101
227
108
108
108
225
008
102
224

Additional studio time schedule at student's convenience.
EDUCATION PSYCHOLOGY
Education
Title

Psychological Foundations of
Education
Psychological Foundations of
Education

Section Course
No
No Credit

1
2
1
2

Physical Education in the Grades
Elementary
1
Physical Education in the Grades
Elementary
2
School Health Program
Elementary
1
School Health Program
Elementary
2
School Health Program
Secondary
7
4
Learning and Instruction in the
Elementary Schools
1
Seminar: Voice Disorders and
Vocational Rehabilitation
3
1
Seminar: Extended Curriculum for
Mentally Retarded
2
Seminar: Educational
Audiology
3
Advanced Curriculum for Mentally
Retarded
4
Seminar: Curriculum in Early
Childhood Education
5
Special Secondary Methods:
, Humanities
1
Practicum: Mental
Retardation
4
1
Practicum: Basic'Skills
2
4Practicum: Basic Skills
4Practicum:

4Practicum:
4Practicum:
4Practicum:

4

Basic Skills
Basic Skills
Reading
Reading

Practicum: Reading

4Practicum:

Reading

Ed 316
Ed 342
Ed 342

4
4
4
4

Instructor

Time, Days, Place

13 MTWThF, Ad 307

Ellingson

10-12 MTWThF, Ad 307
13 MTWThF, Ad 307
10-12 MTWThF, Ad 307

/

Ellingson
Kershner

Ed 344

3

11 MTWTh, OPE Gym

McCullough

Ed 344

3

2 MTWTh, OPE Gym

McCullough

Ed 351

3

8 MTWTh, NPE 114

Ed 351

3

1 MTWTh, NPE 114

Burke

Ed 351

3

9 MTWTh, NPE 114

Good son

Ed 361
Ed 407507
Ed 407
507
Ed 407
507
Ed 407
507
Ed 407
507

9

1-3 MTWTh, CES 117

3

DHA, TBA

3

DHA, TBA

3

DHA, Ed 118

Ed 408
Ed 409
509
Ed 409
509
Ed 409
3
509
Ed 409
4
509
Ed 409
5
509
Ed 409
6
509
Ed 409
7
509
Ed 409
8
509
Ed 409
9
509

3

11 MTWTh, TBA

Ed 410

3

12 MTWTh, CES 117

Methods and Research Materials:
Language Arts and Social Science 1
Organization and Administration of
Instructional Materials Center
1
Educational Media and
Materials
l
Teaching Reading in the
Primary Grades
l
Teaching Reading in the
Primary Grades
2
Teaching Reading in the
Intermediate Grades
1
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Ed 316

McArthur

Lund
E. Young
Bourne
E. Young

Curriculum for the
Mentally Retarded
1 Ed 456G3
The Mentally Retarded Child
1 Ed 464G3
diagnostic and Remedial Techniques
1
Ed 4650 3
in the Basic Skills
.
Diagnostic and Remedial Techniques
2
Ed 465G3
in the Basic Skills
Diagnostic and Remedial Techniques
1
Ed 4680
in Reading
Diagnostic and Remedial Techniques
in Reading
. 2 Ed 468G3
Diagnostic and Remedial Techniques
3
Ed 468G3
in Reading
Teaching Reading in the Secondary
1
Ed 469G3
Schools
Education of the
1
Ed 470G3
, Fxceptional Child
Principles and Practices of Guidance
1
Ed 485G3
Services
Principles and Practices of
. Guidance Services
Occupational and Educational
Information
Occupational and Educational
Information
Counseling Techniques

Staff

1-3 MW, Ed 204

Staff

1-3 TTh, Ed 204

B. Young

10-12 MW, Ed 205

Koch

I 3 MW, Ed 116-17
*

Staff

10-12 MW, TBA

Gengler

3 MTWTh, Ad 307

Fahey ,

12 MTWTh, Ed 116-17
8 11 MTWTh, Ed 104

Mattingly,
Savicki. Hnvser

II MTWTh, Ed 104

Darby
Mattingly,
8-11
MTWTh,
Ed
104
Savicki,
Hoyser
1 Ed 486G3
1st 4 weeks, 8 10 MTWTh,
Ad 307
House
2 Ed 486G3
8-11
MTWTh, Ed 104
Mattingly,
1 Ed 487G 3
Hoyser, Savicki
2 Ed 487G3 2nd 4 weeks, 8 10 MTWTh,
Ad 307
House
2

Counseling Techniques
Curriculum for the
Mentally Retarded
Thesisor Field Study
Special Individual Studies
'Seminar: Counseling
Pre-Practicum

Bourne
Fahey

1 4 MTWTh, CES 1
8 MTWTh, Ed 217

Ed 485G3

I

Bourne
Staff
Staff

Ed 489G 3
Ed 503 3 9
- Ed 506 1 6

14 MTWTh, CES1
DHA, TBA
DHA, TBA

6

Ed 507

3

8 11 MTWTh, Ed 104

7
Seminar: Selection of Mediaware
Practicum: Individual
10
Counseling I
Practicum: Individual
II
Counseling I
Practicum: Individual
12
Counseling I
Practicum: Individual
13
Counseling I
Practicum: Counseling II
14
Elementary
Practicum: Counseling II
Secondary
Practicum: Audiology
Practicum: Speech Pathology
Practicum: Ed Media
Practicum: Early Childhood
Education
Research Procedures in
Education
Research Procedures in
Education
Research Procedures in Education
Research Procedures in Education
Research Procedures in Education
Research Procedures in Education
Evaluation of Classroom
1
Instruction

Ed 507

3

4 MTWTh, EMC

Ed 509

3

1 4M, TBA

Mattingly

Ed 509

3

1-4 T, TBA

Darby

Ed 509

3

1-4 W, TBA

Hoyser

Ed 509

3

1-4 Th, TBA

Ed 509

3

DHA, TBA

Ed
Ed
Ed
Ed

Elementary School Administration
and Supervision
Junior High School Curriculum
School Supervision
Psychology of Reading
Psychology of Reading

General Psychology
l
General Psychology
i
General Psychology
i
Individual Field Experience
1
Human Development
l
Human Development
2
Psychology of Adolescence
l
Psychology of Adolescence
2
Learning: Behavior Modification 1
Theoriesof Personality
l
Theoriesof Personality
2
Group Processes
i
Abnormal Psychology
l
Abnormal Psychology
2
Developmental Psychology: Infancy
and Childhood
i

B. Moore

3

DHA, TBA

Ed 512

3

9 MTWTh, CES 117

Mandelare

Ed
Ed
Ed
Ed
Ed

512
512
512
512
512

3
3
3
3
3

9 MTWTh, Ed 204
12 MTWTh, Ed 204
11 MTWTh, CES 117
2 MTWTh, HSS 108
2 MTWTh, HSS 112

Davis
Mandelare
Davis
Davis
Staff

Ed 513

3

13 TTh, Ed 205

Ed 519
Ed 521
Ed 522

3
3
3

3 MTWTh, Ed 111
10 MTWTh, Ed 159
12 MTWTh, Ad 302

Ed 524
Ed 526
Ed 527

3
3
3

1 MTWTh, Ed 104
Yost
11 MTWTh, Ed 159
Yost
1st 4 weeks 8 10 MTWTh, Ed 118 Myers

Ed
Ed
Ed
Ed
Ed
Ed
Ed
Ed

1
1
1
1
2

Jensen
Mattingly

13 Friday (Lake Oswego) Lambertson
E. Ygung
DHA, TBA
E. Young
DHA, TBA
Yost
DHA, TBA

509 3
509 1 4
509 1-4
509 3-6

Ed 509

Contemporary Development in Early
Childhood Education
1
Audio-Visual Administration
1
Secondary School Curriculum
1
Communication Theory and
Instructional Systems
1
Autographic Processes
1
Secondary School Administration
1
Educational Diagnosis and
Evaluation of Learning
1
Philosophy of Education
1
Philosophyof Education
2
Philosophy of Education
3
Philosophyof Education
4
Philosophyof Education
5
Philosophyof Education
6
1
Elementary School Curriculum

Mattingly,
Savicki, Hoyser
Smith

10 12 TTh, Ed 204
8 MTWTh, Ed 105
8 MTWTh, Ed 204
10 MTWTh, NS 122
10 MTWTh, CES 117
1 MTWTh, HSS 110A
12 MTWTh, CES 117
2nd 4 weeks 3 5 MTWTh, Ed
118

528 3
546 3
546 3
546 3
546 3
546 3
546 3
553 3

Utz

B. Moore
Yost
Myers

Herzog
Glogau
Garrison
Glogau
Garrison
Glogau
Garrison
Albritton

Ed 554 3
Ed 571 3
Ed 574 3
Ed 597 3
Ed 597 3
Psychology
Psy 201
3
Psy 202
Psy 203
Psy 227
Psy 311
Psy 311
Psy 312
Psy 312
Psy 349
Psy 435G
Psy 435G
Psy 443G
Psy 450G
Psy 450G

9 MTWTh, Ad 302
Nance
10 MTWTh, Ad 302
Nance
11 MTWTh, Ad 302
Nance
DHA, TBA
Myers
3 MTWTh, Ed 104
D.Jensen
Ist4wks8 lOMTWTh, Ed 116 17 Girod
10-12 TTh, Ed 205
Miles
2nd 4 wks 8 10 MTWTh, Ed 116 17 Girod
12 MTWTh, Ad 307
staff
8 MTWTh, HSS 112
Venema
12 MTWTh, Ed 111
D.Jensen
1st 4 wks 1-3 MTWTh Ed 118
House
1-3 MW, Ad 302
Savicki
1 3 TTh, Ad 302
Savicki

Psy 460G 3

1st 4 wks 13 MTWTh, Ad 3

1st 4 weeks 8 10 MTWTh, CES
Harp
1st 4 weeks 10 12 MTWTh, Ad 306 Utz
13 MW, Ed 205
Utz
3 MTWTh, CES 117
Koch
3 MTWTh, Ed 105
B. Young

3

DHA, TBA

3

2 MTWThF, Ed 104

3

10 MTWTh, HSS334 '

3

9-12 MTWTh, CES 1

Staff

3

8 MTWTh, TBA

Koch

3

9 MTWTh, TBA

Staff

3

10 MTWTh, TBA

Staff

Courses taught as block - must enroll in both.
Teachers of the Mentally Retarded.
4Block program
Students must apply to Dr. Bonnie Young between April 1, 1973 and June 1, 1973 for DP
mission to enroll in Ed 409 509; Practicum : Basic Skills and or Reading
6For ELP Maiors only.

3

11 MTWTh, TBA

Staff

1

8 MTWTh, TBA

Bourne
Staff
Rickards

Staff

3

9 MTWTh, TBA

Staff

3

10 MTWTh, TBA

Koch
Hoyser
Ferguson

Ed 433G3

8 MTWTh, Ed 205

Lucas

Ed 435G3

9 MTWTh, Ed 217

Forcier

Ed 437G3

8 MTWTh, CES 117

Ed 437G3

1 MTWTh, Ed 105

Millsap

Ed 438G3

9 MTWTh, Ed 111

Ferguson

Ferguson

306

Girod

1 2

3'

B1<^k Program

St

S^h001 Counselors only. Students must apply to Dr. Merlin Darby for pe
K
mission to enroll.

for ^et^ils a'S° SChedU'e med'a

Developmental Psychology:
and Childhood
Developmental Psychology:
and Maturity
Developmental Psychology:
and Maturity
Developmental Psychology:
and Maturity
The Maladjusted Child
Individual Differences
Psychology of Learning

lat>' Labtimemust be

Infancy
2 Psy 460G
Adolescence
1 Psy 461G
Adolescence
2 Psy 461G
Adolescence
3 Psy 461G
1 Psy 463G
1 Psy 472G
1 Psy 520

scheduled 9 11 daily. See instructc

9 MTWTh, Ed 105

Osbori

11 MTWTh, Ed 105

Scott, Osbori

12 MTWTh, Ed 105

Mil

Psychology of Learning

2

Learning: Motor and Perceptual
Individual Intelligence
Testing

1

Psy 522 2 3

3 MTWTh, Ad 302
Mil
11 MTWTh, Ed 111
D.Jens
3 5 TThe, Ed 204
Newm,
11 MTWTh, HSS 106
Satterwhi
1st 4 weeks 1-3 MTWTh,
NPE 113
Satterwhi
1st 4 weeks 1-3 MTWTh,
HSS 110B

1

Psy 523

13 TTh, Ed 116 17

Psy 520

3

3

Rowla

Woodwind Class
Performance Studies
Music Fundamentals
Music Fundamentals
Music Fundamentals
Music Education (Elementary)
Music Education (Elementary)
Performance Studies
Performance Studies
Chorus
Opera Workshop
Seminar: Music in
the Schools
Performance Studies
Thesis or Field Study
Arranging
Analytical and Compositional
Studies
Contemporary Developments in Music
Education (Secondary)
Philosophical Concepts in
Music Education
Music History and Literature
Advanced Conducting
Performance Studies

Mus 236
Mus 290
Mus 381
Mus 381
Mus 382
Mus 383
Mus 383
Mus 390
Mus 391
Mus 397
Mus 398

1
9 MW, MH 108
Sorenson
(See mus 190 for sections, etc.)
3
9 MTWTh, MH 123
Smith
3
10 MTWTh, MH 123 Sorenson
3
2 MTWTh, MH 123 Sorenson
3
11 MTWTh, MH 123 O'Brien
3
3 MTWTh, MH 123
Berg
(See Mus 190 for sections, etc.)
(See Mus 190 for sections, etc )
1
3 TTh, MH 108
Wynn
2
3 MW, MH 121
Wynn

Mus 407
Mus 490
Mus 503
Mus 515

3
(See
3
2
2

Mus 521

2

Mus 525
Mus
Mus
Mus
Mus

3
1
4

543
550
570
591

1 MTWTh, MH 123 O'Brien
Mus 190 for sections, etc.)
2 MTWTh, MH 122 O'Brien
3 MTTh, MH 105
Lyon
3 MTTh, MH 105
Lyon
10 MTWTh, MH 122
Berg
10 F, MH 122
11 MTWThF, MH 122
Berg
1 MWTh, MH 105
Schrock

Foundations of Physical Science
Laboratory
Foundations of Physical Science
Laboratory
Foundations of Physical Science
Laboratory
Natural History of
the Insects
Laboratory
Seminar: Plant Propagation
Laboratory
History of Science
History of Science
Astronomy
Earth History
Science and Society
Bioecology
Laboratory
Physical Oceanography
for Teachers
General Biology
Laboratory
General Biology
Laboratory
Evolution
Advanced Organic Chemistry
Geologic History of Life
Laboratory
Geology of Mineral Resources
Laboratory
Photography
Laboratory
Modern Physics
Essentials of Mathematics
Essentials of Mathematics
Mathematics for Elementary
Teachers
Probability Theory
Computer Coding
Laboratory
Linear Algebra and Matrix
Theory
Logic and Boolean Algebra
Mathematics for Secondary
Teachers
Analysis
Geometry
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NATURAL SCIENCES AND MATHEMATICS
Section Course
No
No

ar

I- o^Tc'rca^

V SeCt'on number if ™re than
one section is offered. Sign all class cards.
6. Exit through north door and complete anv other rarHc
l, .
assessed in HSS 110.
otner cards in packet prior to having fees
7. Pay tuition and fees:
a. Second floor hallway HSS, if you have a rherk w *u

Credit

rnmfnrtah,

LIVING ACCOMMODATIONS

Time, Days, Place

GS
GS
GS
GS
GS
GS

104
104
105
105
106
106

11 MTWTh, NS 101
10 12 F, NS 218
10 MTWF, NS 101
10 12 Th, NS 116
9 MWThF, NS 101
8 10 T, NS 217

GS
GS
GS
GS
GS
GS
GS
GS
GS
GS
GS

407 507
407 507
407 507
407 507
41lg
413g
424g
507
511
541
541

8 MWTh, NS 122
McCorkle
14 MW, NS 004
McCorkle
2 MWTh, NS 122
Coolbaugh
2-4 T, NS 204
Coolbaugh
10 MTWTh, NS 215
Postl
3 MTWTh, NS 103
Eastham
1 MTWTh, NS 215 Cummins
DHA, NS 218
Rooth
2 MTWTh, NS 103
Postl
9 MW, NS 122
Pennock
14 TTh, NS 004
Pennock

Jaffer
Jaffer
Liedtke
Liedtke
Evett
Evett

GS 591
Bi 101
Bi 101
Bi 102
Bi 102
Bi 446g
Ch 530
G 445g
G 445g
G 460g
G 460g
Ph 161
Ph 161
Ph 581
Mth 121
Mth 123

3 MTWTh, NS 101
9 MTWTh, NS 103
11 1 Th, NS 123
10 MTWTh, NS 103
111 T, NS 125
11 MTWTh, NS 122
2 MTWTh, NS 101
11 MWThF, NS 215
11 1 T, NS 218
8 MTW, NS 218
8 10 Th, NS 218
2 TTh, NS 215
DHA, NS 015
3 MTWTh, NS 216
11 MTWTh, AA 104
11 MTWTh, AA 101

Jennings
Coolbaugh
Coolcaugh
McCorkle
McCorkle
Pennock
Liedtke
Rooth
Rooth
Brodersen
Brodersen
Cummins
Cummins
Evett
Green
Main

Mth
Mth
Mth
Mth

9 MTWTh, NS 215
11 MTWTh, NS 103
12 MTWTh, NS 101
DHA, TBA

Nelson
Eastham
Eastham
Eastham
Green

311
324
351
351

Mth 441g
Mth 442g

3
3

9 MTWTh, AA 101
2 MTWTh, NS 016

Green

Mth 492g
Mth 494g
Mth 507

3
3
3

11 MTWTh, NS 016
8 MTWTh, AA 104
10 MTWTh, AA 104

Nelson
Main
Main

y' beg,nn,ng

meal on AugSst lO

°n ^ne 18 and closing with the noon

Food service will be furnished on two bases:
1 Meals to be servedMonday breakfast through Friday noon luncheon each week;
WIN rslVv0edbConersuendd5aeyV:r hXaUr

week-3 mealS Per day

(e"ept that

°P" - —,s

£dlE^
Residence Hall Room and Board Rates for regular eight-week session.
5~Day«o«?ard

Single Room
Multiple Room
wi/hou^nofict6 B°ard °f

7'Day Board
$296

^37
Hi9her

EdUCation reserves

the right to change the schedule o$Mees

SOCIAL SCIENCE
Section
Title
No
1
Seminar: Corrections
1
Practicum: Corrections
1
Criminology
1
Juvenile Delinquency
1
Corrections Process
1
Penology
1
Parole and Probation
Geography Seminar: The World's
21
Areas
Seminar: American History
22
in Pacific Northwest History
Seminar: Counseling
15
(Corrections)
Economic Problems in American
1
Democracy
Political Problems in American
1
Democracy
1
Anthropology
The Indian in American
1
Culture
1
Mexican American Culture
1
Principles of Economics
1
Principles of Economics
1
Introductory Geography
1
Introductory Geography
1
Introductory Geography '
1
Field Geography
1
Introductory Cartography
Intermediate Cartography
1
Cultural Geography
1
Cultural Geography
1
Geography of Conservation
1
Geography of North America
1
Political Geography
1
Advanced Cartography
1
Field and Physical Geography
for Teachers
1
History of Western
Civilization
1
History of the United States
1
Historiography
1
Revolutionary Europe
1
Jacksonian Era
1
History of the Pacific
Northwest
1
United States in the 20th
Century
1
World Problems
1
American National Government
1
State and Local Government
1
American Society
1
Marriage and the Family
1
The Culturally Disadvantaged
1
Sociology of Deviant
1

Course
No
Credit
SSc 407
3
SSc 409
12
SSc 450g
3
SSc 451g
3
SSc 452g
3
SSc 453g
3
SSc 454g
3

Time, Days, Place Instructor
DHA, TBA
Long
8-5 M F, TBA
Long
9 MTWTh, HSS 112
Timpani
12 MTWTh, HSS 112
Timpani
10 MTWTh, HSS 110B Wiseman
10 MTWTh, HSS 112
Timpani
9 MTWTh, HSS 110A Wiseman

SSc 407 507

3

15 M, HSS 230

SSc 407 507

3

13 TTh, HSS 109

SSc 507

3

9 MTWTh, HSS 111

Ogard

SSc 514

3

1 MTWTh, HSS 106

Singh

SSc 515
Anth 214

3
3

1 MTWTh, HSS 112
8 MTWTh, HSS 108
10 MTWTh, HSS 108

Anth 496g
Anth 497g
Ec 201
Ec 202
Geog 105
Geog 106
Geog 107
Geog 221
Geog 240
Geog 340
Geog 41lg
Geog 412g
Geog 425g
Geog 429g
Geog 433g
Geog 440

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Robert

Hess
Grigsby
Grigsby

11 MTWTh, HSS 108 Crawford
8 MTWTh, HSS 106
Singh
10 MTWTh, HSS 106
Singh
11 MTWTh, HSS 235
Griffin
9 MTWTh, HSS 236
Johnson
8 MTWTh, HSS 235 Brandhorst
10 MTWTh, HSS 236 Brandhorst
15 Th, HSS 236
Vanderford
15 Th, HSS 236
Vanderford
Johnson
15 Th, HSS 236
Johnson
11 MTWTh, HSS 236
Johnson
8 MTWTh, HSS 236
Griffin
10 MTWTh, HSS 235
Robert
9 MTWTh, HSS 235
Vanderford
15 Th, HSS 236

Geog 520

3

12 MTWTh, HSS

Hst
Hst
Hst
Hst
Hst

3
3
3
3
3

I MTWTh, HSS 111
Amspoker
II MTWTh, HSS 111
Huxford
13 MW, HSS 109
Huxford
10 MTWTh, HSS 109 Amspoker
10 MTWTh, HSS 111 Anderson

102
202
420g
442g
457g

Hst 478g
Hst 482g
Hst 492g
PS 301
PS 302
Soc 309
Soc 338
Soc 422g
Soc 454g

235

Brandhorst

Holmes

3

8 MTWTh, HSS 111

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

12 MTWTh, HSS 111 Anderson
Dortmund
9 MTWTh, HSS 109
Hess
9 MTWTh, HSS 110B
Hess
11 MTWTh, HSS 110B
Knittel
10 MTWTh, HSS 110A
Knittel
9 MTWTh, HSS 108
Crawford
9 MTWTh, HSS 106
MTWTh, HSS 108
Wiseman

3

SSc 407 and SSc 409 must be taken together. They are ten weeks in length.
1973Intersession
August 13-31
Title
Weaving, Non-Loom $2.50
Weaving, Loom $7.00
Advanced Weaving $7.00
Introduction to Literature
(Drama)
Fundamentals of Speech
Introduction to Music and Its
Literature
Music Fundamentals
Introductory Geography
Introductory Geography
History of Western
Civilization
History of the United States

Section Course
No
No
10
A 256
10
A 257
10
A 356

Credit
3
3
3

Time, Days, Place
9-11 daily, CH 222
11 1 daily, CH 222
11-1 daily, CH 222

Instructor
Culbertson
Culbertson
Culbertson

10
10

Eng 105
Sp 111

3
3

8 10 daily, HSS 329
10 12 daily, HSS 329

Schenck
Schenck

10
10
10
10

Mus 201
Mus 381
Geog 105
Geog 106

3
3
3
3

10 12 daily, MH 123
8 10 daily, MH 123
8 10 daily, HSS 237
10-12 daily, HSS 237

Punke
Punke
Moran
Moran

10
10

Hst 101
Hst 201

3
3

8 10 daily, HSS 111
10-12 daily, HSS 111

Dortmund
Dortmund

STEPS IN REGISTRATION
1. Obtain packet of registration material in College Center Lounge after 8 a.m.
2. Complete Official Schedule Card in ink (both front and back). This is your entrance pass
to the sectioning area.
3. Students with last names beginning with:
P Z enter after 8:30 a.m.
A G enter after 9:30 a.m.
H O enter after 10:30 a.m.

In every student's life there comes a time when
he realizes the hard, cruel fact that money is
the present medium of exchange and that very few
things in life are free ... it even costs money
to have money!!!
To make life a little easier, Citizens Valley Bank
has a FREE Student Checking Account just for
you. If you are a full time student (junior high
school, high school, college, university or trade
school), 16 years of age (under 16 requires
parental approval and bank acceptance), open
your account for $25 and maintain a minimum
average balance of $20 per month, you will get
something for nothing. Check us.
Member F.D.I.C.

CITIZENS VALLEY BANK
Page 7

Grin and bear
Lof ren s latest

lamron 2's

Entertainment guide s '
Calendar of coming events
FILMS

High school art exhibit, opens Friday,
February 16, at Campbell Hall Gallery 107.

"The Gazebo," at OCE's Little Theatre.
February 15 through 17 at 8:15.

Sunset sculptures by Harold Hoy. On
display at OCE's College Center, now
through March 5.

"Rumpelstiltskin," a children's play for
kidsof all ages; 7 p.m. on March 1, 4 p.m. & 7
p.m. on March 2, 1:30 p.m. & 4 p.m. on
March 3. Presented at OCE's Little Theatre.

"Jules and Jim" and "Black Orpheus^ at
the 5th Ave. Cinema through Tuesday; "Th(^
400 Blows" and "Shoot That Piano Player
start Wednesday the 21st. SW 5th at Hall in
Portland.
"Edvard Munch," from Pioneers in
Modern Painting series, Wednesday at
Salem Public Library (noon) and Autzen
Senate Chamber, Willamette's University
Center (6:30 p.m.)
"Deliverance," at Salem's Lancaster Mall
Theatre.
"Across 110th Street," starring Anthony
Quinn, at the Elsinore in Salem.
"The Sword in the Stone" and "White
Wilderness," at the Capitol in Salem.
MUSIC

Curtis Mayfield at Paramount NW, in
Portland, February 17 at 7 & 11 p.m. Roberta
Flack will be at the Paramount for one show
on the 23rd.
OCE's Chamber Symphony will be at the
Music Hall Auditorium
on Monday,
February 19, at 8 p.m.
OTHER

Friday, February 16, is the Lithuanian
National Holiday and the birthdate of Edgar
Bergen (1903).
Sunday, February 18, is the Gambian
National Holiday.
Monday, February 19, is the birthdate of
"gorgeous" George (1732).
Tuesday, February 20, Gilamish will be
presented. It is a musical at Portland State
University for the National Theater of Deaf.

Vubrey Beardsley's drawing of Merlin from "Le Morte D'Arthur."

(On the days where special dates aren't
noted here, you are encouraged to make up
and observe your own, for your enjoyment
and well being.)

by the DUKE
Voah
hpar va
nut there,
there.
Yeah,
It hear
ya out
casting aspersions on my good
name, sotto voce mumblings
about the Queen and David
Bowie. Well listen here me
pretties, if David Bowie ever
makes an album as full of good
things as a Nils Lofgren album is,
I'll have some respect for him.
That this Grin record is only third
best out of three is beside the
point, those other two are super.
Reversal of lyric content is
central to the LP's disappoint
ment. Rather than recall the
happy magic those first two
albums produced so effortlessly,
the lyrics here are predominantly
melancholy. The two songs that
should tell us most about the
album, the opener and the title
tune, are both laments to lost
loves; "Sad Letter" ends with the
lines "But comin' from me, your
eyes I can see are trying to get
away, trying to get away" and
"All Out", rather than being the
full blown rocker one would
expect from the title, centers
around a chorus that runs "All
out, all out. I guess now they'll
nickname me fool. All out, all out.
My world is all out of you."
Even the cheerful songs, of
which there are only a couple,
have down moments. "Ain't Love
Nice" juxtaposes the lyric "Ain't
love nice, makes you wanna
dance" with "Ain't war sad,
makes you wanna cry." And
"Heavy Chevy", although it
sums up a whole life style with
the lines "And while Satisfaction
played the sweet sixteens got laid

and my heavy Chevy stole the
show",
doesn't
make it
musically. Of the ten songs, it's
the only one I'd be disappointed
to hear on the radio.
Fortunately, all the other
elements that make Lofgren a
great song-writer are stil
present, simplicity paramount
among them. Almost without
exception, his melodies are
catchy three or four chord
progressions chorusing into
finger popping hooks that include
the title sung at least twice. Hit
single material for sure, so why
hasn't he had one yet? You really
got me.
The band fits his music
grandly. Nils plays a unique, but
very nimble lead guitar and
occasional piano, and shares lead
vocals with drummer Bob
Berberich. Neither has a perfect
voice, so name me a rocker who
does, but together they can cover
most everything. Bassist Bob
Gordon and brother Tom
Lofgren, newly added on rhythm
guitar, are unobtrusive but solid.
Kathy McDonald, late for Mad
Dogs and Englishmen and Big
Brother and the Holding Com
pany, adds an overly soulful
vocal.
The record isn't perfect, I
especially don't like the fact that
it was well over a year in coming,
but it is extremely smooth and
will beg for time on your changer
long after David Bowie has faded
away. Besides that, you're gonna
love the first two so much you
might as well get this one and
complete the set.

This contains sexually oriented material
her heart repeatedly with a
flaming golden arrow, and "the
pain was so great that I screamed
aloud; but simultaneously I felt
such infinite sweetness that I
by
wished the pain to last eternally.
DAN
TOMPKINS It was not bodily, but physical
Entertainment pain, although it affected to a
certain extent also the body.
Editor
It was the sweetest caressing of
the soul by God." Bernini made
this scene real and visionary at
the same time. The seraph is
While waiting for the tube to about to pierce the heart of the
warm up for Hitchcock last week, Saint with the firey arrow of love.
I happened upon NET's weekly
The Saint is swooning in an ec
art show, Eye to Eye, which static trance, her limbs hang
originates from Boston. This inert and numb, her head has
particular episode zeroed in on sunk back, her eyes are half
sex, violence and death as sub closed and her mouth opens in an
jects for artists.
almost audible moan.
First, a warning, to open the
show: "this envelope contains
The vision takes place in an
sexually oriented material. . .if
you would in any way be offended imaginary realm on a large
by it, do not open it, destroy it cloud magically suspended in
immediately." And what do you mid-air. A fitting ending to such a
do? Why you crumple it up and scene is the opening of "Prelude
set it aside, of course, with the in A minor," by Bach.
Ancient Greek vases are
curiosity of its contents gnawing
away at you. But if you don't look
at it, it's not there.
Next, you see "Woman," as
seen by de Kooning -- Willem de
Kooning, 20th century Dutch
artist, whose wild, vibrant
brushstrokes created many
women ~ with the appropriate
background music of "Honky
Tonk Woman."
Indian art shows lovers, with
the sitar performing in the
background. Huge Renaissance
nudes are surrounded by
cherubs. . .and chamber music.
Between the last three scenes and
the next, the narrator is sitting in
a field of grass, with the wind
blowing it all around him.
"The Ecstasy of St. Teresa,"
was done by seventeenth century
Italian sculptor Bernini. Teresa
describes how an angel pierced
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examples of when artists openly
painted love. As it was
supressed in later years, this type
of painting moved to private
chambers, then disappeared
altogether for a while.
"The Rape of the Sabine
Women," by Poussin, is labeled
with the following: "Something
like this. . .happens every
day. . .in every large city. . .all
over the world." It's the truth, or
so they say.

"He is amused at the moods of
the terrible laughter." Always
portraying the negative forces of
life in his work, of himself he
said, "I am nothing, if not
grotesque."

Examine the work of Aubrey
Beardsley, a late nineteenth
century artist for whom sex and
death became hopelessly con
fused. Breadsley had tuber
culosis, found out that he was
dying at the age of 22 and was
dead four years later.
There is always sex in his
drawings yet it is evil. Men and
women only get together for
some cold-blooded misery.
Babies are tortured fetuses with
grown up faces that are ugly,
angrv, shirveled up and old.
Oscar Wilde said of Beardsley,

Death and unbearable violence
seems to be an obsession and
necessity with man in various
forms of art and expression. It is
the subject of jokes, tragedies
and entertainment, from Greek
art to James Bond and from
Shakespeare to the Movies.

-Classic Guitar Specials—

'3950 - $50°° - $6950 - '8950 & up
February Values
Hernandis No. 1
Case

Reg. $375.00
40.00
$415.00

Buy Now And Get The
Case Price Free

*4

Wills Music Store
jg 432 State St.

Salem, Ore.
S & H Green Stamps

364-6757 g

"One Kind of Distance" is how
we look at violence in films, silent
films, which was meant as
humor. Keystone cops being hit
by trains, people running their
cars off cliffs and much more.

The Crucifix, which to many is
a religious and sacred symbol, is
the image of a man who is being
tortured to death in a painfully
violent way. As the narrator said,
"for 2000 years, the Christian
world has been worshipping the
image of a corpse."
Think for a moment about what
you are "allowed" to see. Kids
can go to the museum for what is
considered educational ad
vancement, but if they were to
put some of these museum
masterpieces on television it
might be considered corruption
of the innocent.
"My, what a nice program."
"But honey, niceness had
nothing to do with it."

ADULT
Movie Arcade §
Pocketbooks
Magazines
Novelties
8mm Film Rentals
175 Commercial St N.E. Salem Ore.

364 - 0792
iamron 2

"Sun Burst," by Diane Brown of
North Marion High, from the h.s. show.

HS art show

MAY APPLE REVIEW

You are invited to attend the
opening of the Third Annual
Oregon State High School
Exhibition on Friday, February
16, 1973, from 7:30 to 9:30 pm.

Campus Address
Address Copies To Be Sent
City
State

The exhibition will be held in
Campbell Hall Gallery 107 on the
OCE campus.

Joe Medley as the murderer in "The Gazebo," a murder mystery
which runs tonight through Saturday in the Little Theatre. Curtain
is at 8:15. (Photo by Bill Coffel)

As?oci
Oregon

RED BALLOON

Name
city.
Zip

No. of Copies to be sent (circle one):
1 at $1.50
2 at $2.75
3 at $4
Thank you.

Exhibition
hours
from
February 19 to March 9, will be
weekdays from 9 am. to 5 pm.
Other viewing times can be
arranged by calling 838-1220,
ext. 340.

4 at $5

(Please send this coupon with your check or money order made
out to "Oregon College of Education") to: Robert Wiard c o
Chuck Grell, Publications, Oregon College of Education,
Monmouth, Oregon, 97361.)

a^ed£^u
~
Chamber Symphony trumpeter
College
present

the NEW SHAKESPEARE
C 0 M P A N Y
of SAN FRANCISCO

perj-ornnoq

MIDSUMMER
A
NIGHT'S
DREAM

Studies at
Portland.

Fred Sautter^, first trumpet
with the Oregon Symphony, will
be featured in Brandenburg
Concerto No. 2 in F, playing his
piccolo trumpet in B flat, as one
of the soloists at the O.C.E.
Chamber Symphony Concert on
Monday, February 19. Mr.
Sautter has achieved in
ternational reputation as a

performer on this instrument,
which was used extensively in the
18th century by the StadtPfeiffer, or "State Pipers" of
Germany and was called for by
Bach in various cantatas and
orchestral works. Sautter earned
his Bachelor's degree from North
Texas State University and his
Master's degree from the
University of Washington. He has
studied with the internationally
famous teacher, Claude Gordon
in Los Angeles and was principal
trumpet with the Philharmonica
Hungarica and the Hamburg
Philharmonic before coming to
Oregon. He is presently Director
of Wind Instrumental Music

the University of

The other soloists who will
comprise the Concertino part of
this work are Verna Duncan,
flute, Eleanor Jones, oboe, and
Klemi Hambourg, violin. Verna
Duncan is a first flutist with the
Salem Symphony, with which she
appeared as soloist last May in
Brandenburg Concerto No. 5. She
received her Bachelor's and
Master's degrees from Central
Washington State College and is a
sixth grade classroom teacher at
Henry Hill School, Independence.
A resident of McMinnville,
Eleanor Jones graduated from
Oberlin College as a student of
George Wain and Harry Peters.
She has played as oboist with the
Erie Philharmonic and the
Detroit Women's Symphony and
was appointed to the faculty of
o.c.e. as teacher of double reed
instruments in September 1972.
Klemi Hambourg, director of the
Chamber Symphony, is well
known both as soloist and con-

certmaster of the Salem Sym
phony.
The ever popular Piano Con
certo in A minor by Grieg will
form the second part of the
program. Soloist will be Jane
Fletchall Peterson, a resident of
Salem, who achieved recognition
in piano solo contests throughout
Oregon and was soloist in 1964
with the Salem Junior Symphony.
Jane spent three years at
Eastern Washington State
College and last year received
her degree in Music Education
from O.C.E. She has studied with
piano teachers Bela Nage and
Victor Griffith and is presently a
student of Ruth Million of O.C.E.
faculty.
This concert, which will* take
place at the Oregon College of
Education
Music
Hall
Auditorium beginning at 8
p.m., is open to the interested
public without charge. Advance
seat reservations are advisable
and may be made through the
music department secretary, 8381220, ext. 275.

®a§Ulfe 325 Court
JS
-— ^P5«/» phone 585-7600

tyoodog February
y

o)8-oo

lOeco Ggm
Adul)? I.JO
Children under
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OCE Students WIN A FREE PIPE!
Present or mail this coupon

your tobacconist,
Murray Johnson
fine imported pipes
mail order service

to qualify for the monthly drawing
for a genuine Capital Brier Pipe
(Drawing to be held Feb. 28th)

quality tobacco
blended in our shop
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"Image must be changed
66

Bats and gloves to do Wolves talking"

by TIM PETSHOW

Lack of experienced pitchers is
Joe Caligure's biggest baseball
problem at the moment, but
Oregon College's diamond op
ponents will be more interested in
the Wolves' on-and-off-the-field
conduct. The jury is out on
Caligure's program.
"The image has to be changed;
I told my players that on the first
day," the soft-spoke coach
mentioned. "They'll be no
harassment of opposing teams or
questioning umpire's calls. The
worst thing about this is that any
little incident, no matter how
small, will be played upon by our
opponents," he went on.
"We'll let our bats and gloves
do the talking for us this year."
For those unaware of the
situation, the Wolves were placed
on indefinite suspension by the
NAIA moguls for on and off the
field bush league tactics during
the past three years.
Budgetary limits have caused
another hassle in the baseball
situation, a hassle which fell on
the shoulders of Caligure.
"It was my own decision to cut
out JV baseball," he pronounced.
"There was simply no money
available. We won't be taking a
California trip either this
spring."
"The one bad feature, of
course, is that more kids can't
play."
The swarthy mentor, beginning
his seventh year on the
Monmouth campus, made a pre
season prediction without being
asked.

Women host
OCE will be the host for the 1973
Northwest
"B"
women's
basketball tournament. This
year's tourney will start on
Friday, Feb. 16, and run through
Saturday, Feb. 17. Games will be
played in the new physical
education building and the old
gym.
There will be sixteen teams
participating including last
year's winner Southern Oregon
College.
Among
the
top
contenders will be SOC, Mt. Hood
Community College, Grays
Harbor from Washington, and the
OCE JV's.

IM standings
MINOR
TKB No. 2
Ogden No. 2
TKB No. 3
Reds
Unknowns
Hot Rats
Jolly Bailers
Landers Men

W

L

5
4
3
3

0

MAJOR
Tap Room
Ogden No. 1
TKB No. 1
Bombers
Barnum
IK's
Red Ball Jets
BFD's

W

L

5
4
4
3
3

0

1

4
5
5

out and yet another prospect,
Tom Hindeman, comes up from
Umpqua CC.
The Wolves are loaded in the
outfield, folks. No pun intended.
The losses of Jack Shafer and
Gary Packer notwithstanding,
the squad is well fortified behind
the plate according to Caligure.
"Bruce Maxwell is a capable
receiver," he asserted. "He can
do the job." Don Tomlin, a Mt.
Hood CC transfer, and Ron
Krieger, a former JV backstop,
are also catching prospects.
The 'Pack opens with a threegame series against the
University of Puget Sound,
March 23 and 24. They start
defense of their EvCo crown the
following weekend against the
Western Washington State
Vikings.

tourney
Most of the schools competing
will be represented by their
varsity teams, with the exception
of the University of Oregon,
Oregon State, Portland State and
OCE, who will send their JV
teams to compete.
A third place finisher last year,
the OCE JVs figure to be in the
running this year. The only loss
the JVs have suffered this year,
was in their last outing, dropping
a 45-34 decision to the OSU JV's in
Corvallis.
Coach Penwell feels it may be
real tough for her team to garner
top honors this year. She stated
that there were "a lot of tough
teams, and it depends on who's
got the hot shooting hand."
The JV's open with Clackamas
Community College on Friday at
11:00 a.m.

OCE's women's JV basketball squad will host the northwest 'B' championship to be held
tomorrow and Saturday in the OCE gyms. JV team members are: (front row), Karen Kolin,
Bobbie Hilke, Dena Bondietti, Linda Krebs, (second row), Denise Smith, Bonnie Sowers, Paula
Mestrich, Donna Smith, (standing), Coach Irma Penwell, manager Laurie Conlin, manager
Patty Holland, Marlene Stover, Kay Mendenhall, Bennie Hatch and Kathy Gritzmacher. (Photo
by Bill Coffel)

1

1
2
2

Olympia

Hi C Drink
Bleach
Babyfood

Schedule for Wednesday, Feb. 21
7:00 p.m. ~ Red Ball Jets vs.
IK's; BFD's vs. TKB No. 1
8:00 p.m. — Tap Room vs.
Bombers; Ogden No. 1 vs.
Barnum

46 Oz.

Purex

V 2 Gal.

Beechnut

(Prices effective thru Feb. 21)

Schedule for Monday, Feb. 19
7:00 p.m. -- Hot Rats vs. TKB
No. 2; Landers Men vs. Reds
8:00 p.m.
TKB No. 3 vs.
Ogden No. 2; Unknowns vs. Jolly
Bailers
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with big (6'3") Cal Fagen from
McNary. "He (Fagen) handles
the mitt well and I like his size,"
exclaimed Caligure.
Alaskan Don Brooks, who saw
some varsity action last year in
center field, drew raves from the
normally reserved Caligure.
"He's (Brooks) a heckuva
baseball player; I'm looking for
big things from him," he said.
"He hits for power and has
above-average speed."
The list of outfielders is
impressive. Heading the in
cumbents is Jack Flitcraft. "His
knee is sound," Caligure said,
intimating big things from his
two-sport star. Gary Heeter, who
came on strong at the, tailend of
last season is back, as is Lee
Nordhagen. Flitcraft's brother,
Dave (a Madison HS prepper) is

1

2
2

-3
4
4
4

0
0

transfer Jim Owre as a
replacement for Sawyer. "I like
what I see," the OCE diamond
boss declared. "He has a good
arm and good range in the field. "
Owre's a switchhitter and
"handles himself well" at the
plate. Versatile Bruce Maxwell
will also be given a look at short.
Bob Foster is back at the hot
corner but will be challenged by
first-year men Don Wattenbarger
(West Albany HS) and Rick Mori
(Kona, Hawaii).
Incumbent Dennis Miller is
only one of a trio of fine second
base prospects. Mike Halligan
brings a year of JV seasoning to
the position. Both will be pushed
by Tom Lonergan, a Woodburn
freshman.
Hard-hitting Rick Caldwell
returns to first base and will vie

"I certainly do think we can
win the EvCo (Evergreen Con
ference) championship," he
postulated. "We'll be able to
score runs and our speed and
defense should be good." Coach
Joe sees Central Washington and
Eastern Oregon as the most
representative contenders.
"I'm worried about pitching
though."
It's not the quantity but the
quality that has Caligure
wondering. The entire 1972
varsity pitching staff, including
knuckleballer Gene Lan thorn,
has departed. Finding some
representative
hurlers
is
Caligure's number one priority.
"We have more lefties on hand
this year than in the past,"
Caligure observed. Southpaws
vieing for mound duty include
1972 JV's Ray Emura, Mike
Rooney, University of Oregon
transfer Jim Dillingham, fresh
man Jerry Peterson (Cascade
Union HS) and junior Dave
LaRue.
Terry Fisher, who saw some
action two years ago, is the only
man with varsity experience.
Fellow righthanders Ron Pool
(Central Oregon CC), Mike Fick
(Clatsop CC), Greg Baker, Matt
Silbernagel and Von Wecker are
also in the running.
Elsewhere, Caligure is blessed
with a plethora of talent.
"There
is
encouraging
competition
for
infield
positions," he remarked. "All of
our regulars from last year are
back except at shortstop (allEvCo Doug Sawyer)."
Caligure is high on EOC

28' Beer

95
291

12 Oz.

+ Dep

Large red ripe

29* Tomatoes

Hours:
9 • 9 Mon. - Sat
10 • 7 Sunday
VALUABLE C O U P O N

"V

WHERE SHOPPING

Cottage Cheese
29*
Arden
w/coupon

looooooo 0 0 01 COLJPqjUmyp0 0oil
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EvCo meet on tap for matmen

For OCE cagers it's

mm

"Wait 'til next year
by TIM PETSHOW

The Wolf wrestlers journey to LaGrande to participate in the 1973 Evergreen Conference mat
championships, held this weekend.
"Southern Oregon will be the favorite for both this meet and the District tourney (to be held
February 23 and 24 at Ashland)," remarked coach Gale Davis. "Central Washington will be
tough too." The Wolves are over the flu bug and injury jinx that hampered them at mid-season.
"Every wrestler that makes weight will be competing at LaGrande/ 167 pounder Kevin
Derrowisch could upset the form charts if the Central High sophomore is on. Derrowisch didn't
fare so well in OCE's final dual meet of the year, losing a decision to his Pacific foe. (Photo by
Tim Johnson)

Spinas pleased

Track outlook bright
by MIKE HAGLUND
lamron 2 editor

If northwest track fans are
wondering about this season's
track and field outlook at OCE, a
momentary glance at the smile

MODERN
BARBER SHOP
223 Main
Independence

PROFESSIONAL
BARBER-STYLIST

adorning the face of Wolf coach
Don Spinas will vanquish any
doubts. As usual, the Monmouth
spike forces are loaded and the
rest of the district had better
watch out.
"We lost a lot of seniors," said
Spinas with a smile, "but the
dikes are still pretty well shored
up. We don't have too many holes
to fill." Testimony to Spinas'
optimism is the fact that of the
record 169 points the Pack scored
in last year's district 2 meet, no
less than 115 of those return.
And if tradition holds true, 115
points should be more than
enough to repeat as district
champ. Lewis and Clark finished
a distant second in 1972 with 51
points.
Leading the way for the
Wolves in '73 will be a batch of
seniors who should win more than
their share of first places this
seasons. Ken Boethin, the elected
captain of the Monmouth brood,
is a feisty redhead with a passion
for winning the high hurdles. In
fact, he's a two-time district
champ and a good bet to make it
three.
Rick Fordney, the mustachioed
leader of the OCE distance
stable, captured both the
Evergreen Conference and
district 2 crowns in the
steeplechase in '72 and barring a
spill in the water, Fordney should
repeat the double. The senior
from Portland will also see plenty
of action in the three-mile and
mile runs.
Senior sprinter, the reigning
conference and district champ in
the 440, will see action in his
speciality as well as the 220, mile
relay, and 440 relay.
The versatile Graves, senior
Steve Phifer, and junior Mark
Schrepel represent three of the
four legs on '72's conference and
district champ in the mile relay.
Graves, Phifer, and junior
Roger Woods will probably run
three of the four legs on the 440
relay, an event the Wolves have
captured at the district meet
three years running.
Defending district champ Gary
Davis, another of the dominating
seniors, will head the Pack attack

I stelmonts |
studio

^Photographs for
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|(503) 363-8682
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Salem, Oregon
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in the high jump and senior Stan
Porter and his sophomore
counterpart John Duerst should
continue the performance which
netted a 1-2 district finish in the
pole vault.
Seniors John Lahley and
Lynn Bates head the attack in the
field events with Lahley
competing in the shot, discus, and
hammer and Bates twirling the
iron ball exclusively.
Rick Gould and John Ham
mond, another pair of seniors,
will compete in the jumps. Gould,
the "old man" of the Pack track
at 27, may prove to be one of the
most formidable competitors in
the northwest in the triple jump
and long jump. Hammond will go
in the long jump and has run 9.8.
Steve Tyrer, a sophomore and
recent winner of the NAIA Indoor
Championship in the 2-mile walk,
may walk his way to another
outdoor title and Rob Frank, a
sophomore, won't be far behind.
Both walkers are nationally
ranked.

Dave Hayden's defensive
presence and Jack Easter's
elbows played a big role in
shattering any dreams of post
season play-off action harbored
by Oregon College's varsity
cagers.
Hayden, a definite pro prospect
according to his coach Jerry
Krause, led Eastern Washington
State to a hard - fought 61-55
Evergreen Conference victory
over OCE Friday night. And
Easter utilized the baseline well,
scoring 17 points and snatching 18
rebounds as Eastern Oregon
came out on the long end of a 6564 thriller the following evening.
Bob McCullough's Wolves take
a 6-15 mark into the second-tolast weekend of the season. The
two league losses dropped them
into fifth place inthe EvCo with a
3-6 log.
"The man's a super player," a
relieved Krause said of his 6'9",
230 pound postman. "He's the
finest athlete I've ever coached."
Five pro clubs have seen Hayden
do his thing this year; Portland,
Seattle, Chicago and Boston of
the NBA, and Denver (Hayden's
home town) of the ABA,
His defense underneath af
fected the Wolves' give and go
offense. McCullough's men could
connect on ohly 37.5 per cent of
their field goal attempts, third
lowest output of the year. Only
Larry Gahr, OCE's 6'4"
sophomore forward, enjoyed a
hot night. He recorded 16 points
and did a lion's share of the board
work.
The ever-hustling Wolves
almost caught the Savages un
prepared in the final stages
though. Down by 12 at the 6:04
mark, Gahr and Gary Lathen
brought OCE back. Gahr's steal
and subsequent layin narrowed
the margin to a single field goal,
53-51. But the visitors kept their
poise and went into slowdown
tactics. EWSC tallied two un
molested layups and four free

throws in the final 2:07 to seal the
win.
Hugh Reitze, improving with
every game, and sophomore Burl
Wheaton have turned out to be a
more-than-adequate pair of
reserves. Reitze, who joined the
squad late due to transfer
technicalities, gives the Tack
some added muscle underneath
while Wheaton brings great
leaping ability to the front
line.
Too-lenient officiating was the
big issue against EOC. Although
a total of 46 personals were
whistled, both McCullough and
Ivan Harshberger spoke of the
inconsistencies of the refereeing
before discussing the game itself.
Both crews were feeling the
effects of second night com
petition. A combination of
tenacious defense, weariness and
sloppy ball-handling allowed
neither team the luxury of a big
second half margin. The Wolves
took the lead for the first time, 4342. at the 12:05 mark. From
there, it was nip and tuck all the
way.
Down by one with eight ticks of
the clock remaining, the Wolves
tried for the winning bucket.
Unable to penetrate inside, Gary
Johnson was left with a long shot
from the corner at the buzzer. It
went awry and "next time"
became "next year."
Johnson, suffering from subpar shooting performances both
nights, ended up with 15 tallies,
including seven of nine from the
charity stripe, against the
Mounties. The Wolves' leading
scorer (256 points in 21 contests)
could only find the hoop seven of
36 times from the field in the two
game set.
OCE's lone senior, 5'10" Ron
Beckham, almost won it for his
teammates against EOC with
some uncanny long-distance
shooting. He swished home six of
seven. Beckham will see his last
action in a Wolf uniform in the
season finale against Central
Washington.

Senior Pat Sutton, the school
record-holder in the intermediate
hurdles, is hoping to play havoc
with some more records. Junior
Roger Woods should be the
mainstay in the sprints and he'll
get help in the 220 from Phifer
and Graves.
Rounding out the list of blue
ship returnees is Larry Muller,
the courageous distance man
from Perrydale, who will take on
all-comers in the 23-lap six-mile.
"Right now, I'm very pleased
with our development," said
Spinas. "We still have a lot of
depth and things look quite
promising."
First meet for the Wolf
cindermen is an all-comers
contest at the University of
Portland, Saturday, March 3. A
variety of schools from around
the state should be in attendance
at the 1 p.m. meet.
March 10th is the scheduled
date for the 2nd Annual Oregon
Relays. Small colleges from
around Oregon will be on hand for
the meet to be held on the Mon
mouth oval.

Larry Gahr pumps in two of his 16 points he recorded against the
Savages from Eastern Washington State. The 6'4" soph pulled
down seven rebounds in addition to his double figures shooting OCE
lost a hardfought 61-55 decision. (Photo by Tim Johnson)
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Rodeo Club's 2nd annual

Canby horse show deemed success
byPATCOCHRAN
The OCE Rodeo Club's second
annual horseshow was blested
with cold temperatures and rain.
Nonetheless it was pronounced a
success
by
Rodeo
Club
spokesman Joe Sharpe. Some
fifty entires competed for the
ribbons and trophies presented to
the winners of the 23 classes.
This number of entries is
considerably down from the
figure from last year's show but
Rodeo Club officials attributed
this to a lack of sufficient
advertising and conflicting shows

in Salem, and McMinnville which
were being held at the same time.
The show succeeded in raising
over $100 for the club which will
be used to pay expenses incurred
by the Rodeo Team during spring
competition. Their next money
making event will be February 24
at the Linn County Fairgrounds
in Albany, Oregon.
This is a Jackpot Rodeo open to
all amateurs regardless of past
experience, that is, anyone with a
yearning to ride a bull or wild
horse has the opportunity to
prove himself. Entry fee is $16
per event but admission is free.

An unidentified exhibitor in the Western Pleasure class found the weather cold and the
competition high. The Canby Horse Show held last Saturday was a money making project for the
Rodeo Team. (Photo by Pat Cochran)

STEREO ELECTRONICS

The only thing
better than our sound
is our service.

SHOGREN'S OPEN HOUSE
Friday 3 p.m. till 9 p.m. & Sat 2 p.m. till 5 p.m.
Feb. 16 & 17
+ Special appearances of Buzz Martin, Tide Cartwriaht
Mark Jorg and Debbie Galliano
'
+ Remote broadcast by KBZY and KGAY
Speaker-Engineer with film and information

OPEN HOUSE SPECIAL
50
Records Re§ *5.9*
Only J3

SHOGREN'S MARANTZ CLINIC
Monday Feb. 19th
Brin9J^°„ur system and have if

compared to
a MORANTZ - You'll see the difference

•

1st 5 yr. Marantz Warranty
1 yr. full price speaker trade-up guarantee

"It's All Happening at Shogren's
>
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Arana's Troubador, Morgan gelding, was one of the many equine
entries m the Canby HorseShow. (Photo by Pat Cochran)

361

give
to Blood drive

Students at Oregon College of
Education, townspeople and OCE
faculty and staff joined to donate
361 pints of blood at the two-day
visit of the Bloodmobile last
Tuesday and Wednesday, Feb. 6
and 7.
Barbara S. Werner, Salem, a
sophomore student in education,
tops the list of donors as her total
contributions passed the eightgallon mark. Marven R. Petersen
of Monmouth completed donation
of his sixth gallon.
Donors qualifying for their
gallon pins included students
Michael D. Brown, Indepen
dence; Candice J. Poppino,
Seaside; Sharlene Schmidlkofer,
Forest Grove; Cynthia Smith and
Karen Richey, all of Salem;
Susan Knight, Lebanon, David
Skoubo, Corvallis, and Dan
Tompkins, Salem.
Three faculty members also
received gallon pins. They were
Stanley Kenyon, OCE registrar;
Willis L. Pitkin, assistant
professor of humanities; and
Vern Hiebert, assistant professor
of mathematics. Mrs. Hiebert
also received a pin.
Fifteen donors were deferred
for various reasons. Mrs. Etta
Mae Detering, director of
administrative services and
nursing at OCE, stated her belief

that the current prevalence of
influenza was in part responsible
for failure to meet the quota of
500 units.

Geography
underground
"Geography's Underground:
Caves in the Eastern United
States" will be presented as an
illustrated talk at Oregon College
of Education Wednesday, Feb.
14.
Wayne R. White, assistant
professor of geography, will tell
the story and show pictures of
caves he has visited in the
eastern United States.
The talk will be in the
Willamette Room of the College
Centerat7:30p.m. Refreshments
will follow the talk, which is
sponsored by Gamme Theta
Upsilon, geographic honorary
society, OCE chapter.
The society will initiate new
members Monday, March 5. Dr.
Ray A. Brodersen, chairman of
the Natural Sciences Depart
ment, will speak on the trip of 16
students and three OCE faculty
biologists to Baja, Calif, in
December.

